
Avast, ye scurvy dogs!
On  this  official  International  Talk  Like  a  Pirate  Day,  I
forgot  one  thing  while  subbing-  I  forgot  to  talk  like  a
pirate.  Despite my reminder to myself.  I think the kids
would have enjoyed it.  Oh, well.  Cleanup continues here on
the home flood front- I finally ripped up the carpet at the
foot of the stairs which has not dried since getting flooded. 
The other day I also discovered that the dryer did not in fact
survive the sump-pump failure.  It started once for a test
run, but then once I put a load of clothes in suddenly the
dryer wouldn’t keep going once the start button was released. 
Later that evening, I came down to an odd smell, which after
looking up the problem was probably a fried heat control board
which is $130.  Sigh.   At least the washer works so I only
have to dry at the laundromat for now.

Today completed a week (well, 3½ days) of elementary subbing. 
Up until this week it was all middle school.  Two days ago I
showed up at a classroom expecting 4th/5th and it turned out
to be 2nd.  The teacher changed grades this year and her info
was not updated I guess.  I’m mad at myself about that day by
the way.  I overheard something from one of the kids and I
said to myself, “blog moment.”  Now I can’t remember what it
was.  Next time I will write it down I think.  Anyway, an
interesting  thing  happened  that  day.   I  walked  in  on  a
meeting- yes, even the elementary teachers sometimes have team
meetings- they must time their specials to coincide- and one
of the teachers mentioned that I subbed for her last year and
the kids loved me, asking for me to sub again.  And since the
students were being tested, the whole reason a sub was needed
in the first place in this case, and that teacher has two days
scheduled next week to do the same, she took the opportunity
to ask if I was available.  Another teacher asked the same. 
One will be testing Monday and Tuesday, the other Wednesday
and Thursday.  So… long story short [too late] I have four
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days in second grade next week.  Will I survive?  Well, you’ll
have to tune into the blog to find out. �

So… This brings me to yesterday, a half day of PE.  Two
mentally  impaired  classes  where  I  really  just  helped  the
assistants work with the kids, and three 4th or 5th grade
classes  where  the  kids  got  to  toss  the  pigskin  around,
preparing for the passing part of a pass, punt, and kick
contest some time in the future, apparently sponsored by the
NFL.  A few of the 5th graders really had good arms- could
throw pretty far.

Today was a mix.  Between morning and afternoon I had 3rd-6th
grade (one 3rd/4th multiage class, one 5th/6th multiage.  They
were at two different schools too, meaning I had to spend half
my lunch leaving one school, travelling, and checking in at
the other school.  Fortunately the plans at the second school
were pretty easy so I was able to go over them quickly. 
Nothing too special.  A lot of worksheets in the morning and a
lot  of  supervising  while  students  read  or  wrote  in  the
afternoon.  Actually, scratch that- there was reading with a
group for 45 minutes and during their independent reading time
I did book conferences with a few kids so I did get to do some
actual work beyond classroom management.  Speaking of which,
this  was  a  slightly  tough  crowd  to  keep  under  control.  
Nothing like the ELL fiasco a couple of years back, mind you,
but challenging just the same.  Fortunately I did have help in
the form of an assisatnt and a high-school helper.  You know,
why  didn’t  I  ever  have  the  opportunity  to  go  back  to
elementary school when I was in high school?  It would have
been fun I think, and a break from real schoolwork, though I
suppose  this  high-schooler  will  have  to  write  up  her
experience, or keeps some sort of log.  That could take the
fun out of it I expect.


